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About This Game

Putrefaction 2: Void Walker is a sequel to FPS Putrfaction, released in 2015, offering much more improved and fast-paced
gameplay and more lighter action-adventure tone.

After destroying ancient evil in the first game, you were transported to another galaxy and became Void Walker - a warrior, who
travels to a different worlds and times in search of the ultimate enemy. Now you must work for mysterious being, searching for

clues and blasting through enemy hordes to find the answers.
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1) Improved, more fast-paced gameplay
2) Brighter and more colorful game world

3) New weapon and player upgrade systems
4) Three different worlds and time periods to explore

5) New and improved survival mode
6) Different player abilities and perks

7) More expansive and open-ended level design than the first game.
8) Over 100+ different achievements!
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Mass Effect 2 is an adventure I will never forget.

In my personal opinion, Mass Effect 2 is one of the best sci-fi RPGs ever made, the world Bioware created is unique, diverse
and wonderful, not to say everyone is hugging eachother while hopping over rainbows.

The game presents you with many moral and ethical choices, an exmaple is a mission which requires you to blow up a mass
relay, but doing so will destroy a colony with over 300.000 residents, but if you don't do it the system will get invaded by the
Reapers. (Giant robots with lasers, you have to play the game to understand.)
You truly get to form your own personality in the game, do you assert and be a badass, or do you show compassion and be a
hero? as you advance in either direction you unlock new dialogue options and actions, ranging from giving someone a hug to
kicking someone out of a window.

Every crew member has a very devloped personallity, and you will feel attached to most of them, you can even develop
relationships and they aren't limited by species or gender (Sadly, you can't be gay, only lesbian, this confused me a little).
You can do them personal favors to make them loyal to you, increasing your chance of survining the suicide mission at the end
of the game, I have seen some of my beloved crewmembers die in my first playthrough, I was actually crying over the death of a
fictional character.
But Mass Effect is still a game, not a futurustic dating sim, you can choose to skip the romance entirely, and you don't have to
recruit certain crew member sif you don't want.

The gameplay is solid, sometimes the 'one-button-does-everything' system gets confusing, running, taking cover and interacting
with things is all bound to one button, which can lead to confusion sometimes.

When you start the game you get to choose a class, some specialize in weapons, others in tech (this means you get to use combat
drones, tech to drain shiles and incinerate or freeze enemies from a distance, and others in biotics (space magic, you get to lift
people of the ground, or throw them a few feet away or you can spawn tiny black holes), most of these powers are well balanced
and satisfying to use, some of them feel a bit silly though. (I'm looking at you, shockwave..)

You can explore a lot of different star-systems, you can scan planets for resources and you may just find a secret side-mission,
these do feel a bit cheesy sometimes though. (you enter a hidden facility and the merc leader just keeps saying 'you shouldn't
have come here, prepare to die').
Whenever you investigate a planet you get a little information about it, like the surface temperature, atmospheric pressure, even
travel advisory sometimes, and some even have traces of past civillizations who were space-faring long before that fish with legs
on earth crawled out of the water to eventually become a monkey.

Mass Effect 2's soundtrack is great, the music in the main missions really made me feel like I was in a dire battle to save the
galaxy from detruction, the music that plays during the suicide mission is just.. damn, I still get goosebumps from it, it's truly an
epic piece.

Sadly, Mass Effect does have it's weak-points, as missions can feel a bit repetitive sometimes, hub-worls are smaller than they
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were in Mass Effect 1 and DLC is obtained in a very annoying way, you have to make a Bioware account and buy Bioware
points with real money, these points you can then spend on the DLC, I would prefer to buy DLC directly through steam without
using these Bioware points.

If you want to play DLC you need to be online when you launch the game, otherwise it simply won't load or show up.

There are also a few annoying bugs that never got adressed, sometimes I run into an object and get teleported on-top of it, then I
either have to wait until I die or I have to quit to the main menu and then load the save again, sometimes during conversations
characters are facing the wrong person or are doing some really weird stuff with their head.

Mass Effect 2 is an epic game, and I would reccomend every RPG or Sci-Fi fan to give it a try, there is a whole galaxy full of
different races, friends and foes to explore!

. If you love driving and if you love simulators, then this is the game for you.. Surprisingly easy to start up and learn. Has a lot of
different leagues to choose from. Only thing it lacks imho is the second dutch leugue...
Great value for money ;). Amazing. It's basically QWOP with frogs. It feels so satisfying climbing up someone else.. nice
looking skin. Well this was a terrific surprise! The humor is quite on point, enough smut as expected. Larry gets the usual
treatment but now everyone besides him is the product of our current schitzofrenic times.
It is hilarious, characters are decently written and the puzzles are neither too easy or absurdly hard.. this game sucks i want my
money back. DO NOT BUY
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Should NOT be on early acess yet, Only thing you can do is Bowling, The only person that would like this game in the state it's
in is Roman Bellic!

Edit:
Tried to replay it a year and a half later First off the tutorial... why is it needed you just walk around and show off ALSO Where
the **** are the graphics settings?!
Secondly verifying email is so annoying it doesn't send the email half the time and even after all that I can't even chnge my in
game name?!
As a transgender that's needed badly I have my old ugly name f**k off if you think i want to see that all the time In conclusion
this game is♥♥♥♥♥♥still even a year later.. If you like to walk randomly around for hours with no direction from the game
just hoping you might figure out what you are supposed to be doing and pick up random items that you are told absolutely
nothing about what they do or what they are used for than you'll love it!

Although it can be and is a really fun game if you can forgive the major shortcomins. I eventually couldn't.. The game that the
U.S. Army commissioned as a training simulator and then never actually used.. Awesome game. Its very nice and the only cons
it that I cant shoot using buttons.. Pretty but not a game.. I honestly wasn't expecting much, but this game made me laugh out
loud more times than most AAA titles this year. Well worth your money. Give it ALL the money.. If you're looking for a very
chill game, something you can play while watching tv or doing other things, this is it. Simple yet highly addictive!. Really bad
popup and fog, AI is really dumb. 3/10. <-----Ghostbusters fan. DO NOT BUY THIS GAME!!! I have been a fan of the series
from the original movie to the cartoon, and even to the new crappy movie that came out. I still have the original ecto 1 toy and
firehouse toy. If I wanted to play anything in the world in VR, it would be Ghostbusters. Sadly, I wanted these games to be it.
These 2 games(now hiring & showdown) are an affront to Ghostbuster fans and anyone with a pulse that plays video games.
This was a cash grab for the developers only. I have the Oculus Rift(which it says it supports) and I "played" 6 minutes of the
game. I say "played" because I gave the game 6 minutes to allow me to play it. I figured out 2 things in those 6 minutes: 1. How
to cross the street. 2. How much lube I will have to buy next time I throw money at this developer's games. If the controls in a
VR GAME take more than 30 secs to figure out, immersion is broken. At this point I am ranting and you can stop reading, but
if you choose to, read on. I watched the video playthrough of both games because of the bad reviews and because I was fully
excited to experience the games IF they were truley not worth it. The games are normally $7-$10 a game and the play time is
like 15 mins. Normally not worth it. But it's Ghostbusters, right? WRONG! I remember when they went on sale a few weeks
ago and said "screw it! I want me some VR Ghostbusters". I eagerly shoved my headset on and anticipated the awe and wonder
of what I would experience. I can safely say that even if I had invested in this game, I would have counted my losses and even
vocalized not to purchase such a shoddy product. I remain in high hopes that one day we will experience a truely fantastic
Ghostbusters virtual reality experience, but for the love of GOD, this is NOT it!. Maybe 2 hours of relaxing and satisfying
puzzling. Less if you are rushing but I played whilst watching some TV. Pretty easy for the first 25 levels, then requires a bit
more thought.
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